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CRP Automotive 2010 Catalog Series Unveiled at AAPEX
Cranbury, N.J., November 3, 2009 - CRP Automotive is pleased to announce
their 2010 Automotive Catalog Series is ready for distribution. The CRP Automotive
catalog series includes the 2010 Belt and Belt Kit Car and Light Truck Application
Catalog, complete with the new Pro Series timing kits, as well as an expanded Rein
Automotive program inclusive of the new 2010 A/C and Cabin Air Filter Catalog and
the 2010 Undercar Application Catalog. Each catalog covers model years up to
2009 on an extensive range of cars, light trucks and SUVs in the NAFTA market.
The 2010 Belt Application Catalogs continue to add the latest ContiTech®
serpentine belts, timing belts, timing belt tensioner kits and the Pro Series timing kits
to their already extensive program.

“Our ongoing commitment to provide the most

complete domestic and import coverage significantly adds to our appeal in the
marketplace,” states Michael Palm, Vice President of Sales & Marketing. The CRP
Automotive product managers have worked diligently to identify proper belt fittings for
a wide range of European, Asian and domestic vehicle applications from model years
1985 up to 2009. Palm further adds, “The 2010 Pro Series Timing Kit Buyers Guide
provides 64 pages of concise and summary reference data for 100 kits covering more
than 300 vehicle applications.”
The new Rein Automotive Application catalogs offer a broad program of OEquality parts for European car applications such as Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Mini,

Porsche, Saab, Volkswagen and Volvo. The Rein A/C and Cabin Air Filter Catalog
provides coverage for over 450 SKUs used for European vehicles from model years
1985 up to 2009.

The Rein Undercar program provides application information for

more than 1,000 SKUs and includes components in replacement parts categories
such as anti-vibration, CV boots and boot kits, suspension parts, as well as wheel
bearings and bearing kits. Rein Automotive parts are guaranteed for the proper form,
fit and function for each application, every time. For the convenience of the installer,
each Rein catalog features an extensive cross reference chart of Rein part numbers
with the corresponding OE number.

About CRP Automotive:
Founded in 1954 as the North American partner of Continental AG, CRP
Automotive has established a solid reputation for exceeding its customers’
expectations. Shipping from distribution centers in New Jersey, California, Canada,
and Mexico, CRP has been a leading source of OE-quality replacement parts for
Asian and European import applications. As the respected NAFTA market partner for
ContiTech branded belts and Pentosin technical fluids, CRP has now introduced a
third core brand to its offering, Rein Automotive. All products are backed by the CRP
promise of quality and superior service.
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